SOLUTION BRIEF
PROJECTPLACE FOR YOUR ENTERPRISE
How do you work? Chances are, you have structured projects, many of which are planned in
advance, with resources and milestones mapped out.
But the majority of most peoples’ time is often taken up with the day-to-day work that
makes a company run: ad-hoc projects and unstructured work, with tasks, meetings, and
communications.
Many organizations have software solutions for structured projects. But when it comes to the
work that takes up most of your time, few organizations have tools that address it effectively.
Projectplace® was created to support the project collaboration being done by teams across
your enterprise.

It’s time to collaborate.
A recent project management survey
shows that achieving success has never
been so tough. Participants report:
Overruns

Project collaboration for your enterprise

• One in Five: Projects that run late

Projectplace was created to support goal-driven team collaboration across your
enterprise. Its intuitive approach empowers teams no matter where they are to deliver
work on time.

• One in Seven: Projects that run over
budget

Get started in just minutes with this secure and scalable tool that lets you:

Inefficiencies
• 43%: No document version control

•

Empower your teams to self-organize

•

Plan and execute projects with integrated Gantt charts and intuitive Kanban boards

•

Streamline document collaboration with robust sharing, security, and version control

•

Collaborate easily across and beyond the enterprise – inside your department or with
external stakeholders

• 37%: Lack of team communication
• 38%: Searching for emails as a top
pain point
• 20 days/year: Wasted time due to
inefficient processes

Projectplace for the Enterprise

Better collaboration tools can result in
big gains:
• 82% less time wasted

Team Collaboration

Project Management

• 71% stronger sense of team
• 74% fewer project delays
• 69% better control of costs
Get your copy of this report for all
the findings and recommendations
at *The Chaos Theory E-Book.

Document Sharing

Mobile

Kanban Task
Management

Get a complete overview of who is doing what and when.
All in one place. Always accessible – from any device.

* https://www.projectplace.com/resources/whitepapers/successful-project-planning/the-chaos-theory-ebook/

Empower your teams to self-organize
People are at the core of their project. Empower your teams to self-organize with Kanban boards. Get activity notifications, 		
messaging and visualize progress of day-to-day tasks. For team leads, building a virtual team is seamless. Member management 		
ensures everyone has access to the content they need to get the job done while avoiding information overload.

Plan and execute projects
Execute projects on time and manage teams, task, and deadlines. Gantt charts in Projectplace represent your project with all its major
steps, from inception to completion to provide insight into the progress of project deliverables.
Kanban boards provide a visual representation of the project work stream and enable project members and stakeholders to easily
understand who is doing what, and the current status of work items in the project. When combined with the Gantt chart, the powerful
Gantt Reinvented feature enables teams to connect work stream items on boards and cards to the scheduled activities and milestones
in the overall project plan. This novel combination enables teams to move communication out of siloed emails and gives all members a
more visual and complete understanding of project scope, status, milestones, and issues.

Streamline document collaboration
Projectplace document sharing enables team members to attach relevant files directly to Kanban boards from their computers or
handheld devices, the Projectplace document repository, or from third-party document sources such as Dropbox™, Box™ and Google
Drive™. Documents within Projectplace are managed with enterprise-grade security in the cloud, and can be accessed via mobile or
desktop device for convenience.
Real-time updates ensure changes are visible immediately and version control ensures that team members see the latest document
versions with access to document history and changes as needed.

Collaborate easily with stakeholders
Keep apprised of project status and updates with the Projectplace apps for iOS and Android. With these mobile apps you can access
your projects, update the status of your assignments, review documents and collaborate with team members from wherever you are with
your smartphone or tablet.

Rely on enterprise-class cloud service
The Projectplace cloud infrastructure was developed with the exacting needs of your enterprise in mind:

Security

Assurance

Control

• SSLv3/TLS 256-bit

• 99.98% uptime since
2004

• Role, group, and folder-

• Multi-layer redundancy

• Complete audit logging,

encrypted communications
• AES-256 document
encryption
• ISO-27001 certified

• Web acceleration via
CDN

based access control
monitoring, and traceability
• SAML and Active Directory
for Single Sign-on

One Portfolio: Planview Enterprise + Projectplace
Projectplace brings a new level of collaboration to any team. When integrated with Planview Enterprise®, you get the most
complete approach to portfolio and resource management. It allows you to see one portfolio that spans traditional and
collaborative projects, creating an enterprise-wide view of resources – No Matter How You Work.™
For more information, contact us at market@planview.com.
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